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During the next 10 years various new systems and
techniques will be employed in magnetospheric re-
search. Some of these are (1) a VLF transmitter fa-
cility at Siple Station, Antarctica, to study the dy-
namics of the plasmapause, the interaction of injected
VLF waves with energetic electrons, and the precipi-
tation of energetic particles by the injected VLF
waves; (2) a facility, capable of fully exploiting in-
coherent-scatter techniques, for the investigation of
ionospheric and magnetospheric dynamics; (3) the
injection of VLF waves into the magnetosphere from
a satellite-borne transmitter; (4) the injection of
plasma into the magnetosphere from rockets and
satellites; and (5) the acquisition of ground based
geophysical data via satellite from automatic or un-
manned observatories.

All these systems and programs will involve the
programs at Siple Station; this paper discusses the
Siple Station transmitter and antenna.

The transmitting antenna was designed to be a cen-
ter-fed dipole resonant at 6 kiloHertz. This frequency
was chosen to match one-half of the minimum gyro-
frequency (6 kiloHertz) for a magnetospheric field
line path running through Siple Station. The genera-
tion or triggering of discrete emissions by whistlers or
manmade signals is most common when the triggering
frequency is equal to one-half the minimum gyro-
frequency on the path.

The antenna as constructed during the austral sum-
mer 1971-1972 consists of no. 2AWG, strand seven-
aluminum alloy wire supported above the ice on 300
each 2- by 5-inch aluminum channels placed every
200 feet. The channels, which are 20 feet long, were
predrilled to facilitate bolting on extensions as re-
quired. The wire is insulated from the vertical sup-
ports by high-voltage (60-kilovolt) porcelain insula-
tors. The feedline from the station complex is sup-
ported on 71 -foot towers and therefore will not have
to be elevated for many years.

The antenna is oriented in a magnetic east-west
direction and has a total length of 21.4 kilometers.
Although the antenna upon completion of construc-
tion was resonant at 5.1 instead of 6 kiloHertz,
switches will be installed to shorten the antenna to be
resonant at 6 kiloHertz. The predicted radiation ef -
ficiency of the antenna is approximately 10 percent.
Radiation pattern and efficiency measurements will
be made during 1973 using balloons floating at 50
kilometers.

The transmitter that will be employed has power
amplifiers capable of delivering 100 kilowatts to the
antenna. It is proposed to operate over the frequency
range of 4 to 10 kiloHertz with most of the trans-
mission time at 6 kiloHertz. Varied keying and modu-
lation will be applied to the transmitter, and the
power output will be varied from 0 to 100 percent
as the experiments require.

VLF receiving and recording systems at Roberval,
Quebec, Canada (conjugate to Siple Station), will
receive the transmissions. In addition, correlative ob-
servations will be made at both stations to detect any
other geophysical phenomena or perturbations asso-
ciated with the transmission. Some of these are aurora,
micropulsations, x-rays, VLF signal phase and ampli-
tude anomalies, VLF emissions, and others.

The program is an exciting one and could provide
results of great significance to scientists studying the
ionosphere and magnetosphere.

Work during the 1971-1972 season at Siple Station
was supported by National Science Foundation grants
GA-19608 and GV-28840X-1.
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Bell Laboratories operated a three-axis fluxgate
magnetometer at Siple Station during the 1971-1972
austral summer. On December 19, 1971 ) H. P. Lie
of Bell Laboratories reactivated the magnetometer sta-
tion used during the 1970-1971 season. Essentially con-
tinuous digital geomagnetic field data were acquired
until station shutdown on February 4, 1972.

Siple Station contained a temperature-compensated
three-axis fluxgate magnetometer with an 0.25y
noise level and a range of ± 1,000y. This magne-
tometer was a modified version of the standard De-
partment of Energy, Mines, and Resources field mag-
netometer (Trigg et al., 1971). The magnetic field
values, measured for each of the three axes to a reso-
lution of O.O&y, are sampled at 2-second intervals and
incrementally written in a computer-compatible for-
mat on magnetic tape. Housekeeping parameters are
recorded every 10 minutes to monitor performance. A
crystal-controlled digital clock maintains a time refer-
ence accurate to 1 second a month. At Siple, the out-
puts of two of the axes are displayed on a chart re-
corder for real-time correlative use with the other sta-
tion geomagnetic observations.

For correlative studies with the Siple magnetic data,
three identical fluxgate magnetometer stations were
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operated in a latitudinal array in the Northern Hemi-	netospheric waves generated near the average plasma-
sphere on approximately the same geomagnetic longi-	pause position (L	4). Hourly determinations of the
tude as Siple. This latitudinal array was more widely	power spectra of the geomagnetic noise in the period
spaced than that deployed during the 1970-1971 sea-	band 8 to 512 seconds were made from data obtained
son (Lanzerotti et al., 1971). The three stations op-	at Lac Rebours and Siple on a day when IKp = 0
erated in the 1971-1972 season were at Girardville,	(January 8, 1971). Spectra for the field variations in
Quebec (L	4.5) ; Lac Rebours, Quebec (L	4);	all three components at 1400 local time are shown
and Durham, New Hampshire (L	3.2). The first	in fig. 1. The total power in the 8 to 512 second period
two stations are housed in facilities provided by the	band as well as the slope of the best-fit power law to
Bell Telephone Company of Canada, Ltd.; the New	each spectra are also shown. The slope S of the fre-
Hampshire station is operated at a field site rented	quency dependence of the power density log R cc S X
from the University of New Hampshire.	 log f was seen to vary roughly from	—1.0 to

	

Data obtained during the 1970-1971 and 1971-1972	—2.5 during the day for both the H- and the D-com-
austral summer seasons are being used to study exten-	ponents. The magnetic noise at the conjugate points
sively the nature of the geomagnetic noise and mag-	showed a diurnal dependence with higher power in-
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Figure 1. Power spectra in the period band 8 to 512 seconds of all three magnetic components for Siple (station 1) and Lac Rebours
(station 2). Local time is 1400-1500 on January 8, 1971. The slope S of a least-squares power law fit to each spectrum is indicated,

as is the total power P in the spectral window.
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Figure 2. Hourly values of power P
and slope S from Siple and Lac Re-
bours power spectra as a function of

local time on January 8, 1971.
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tensities during local day at both conjugate stations.
The diurnal dependence of the total noise power

and spectra slope in the 8 to 512 second band for both
stations is shown in fig. 2. The total power densities
are most conjugate during local day; during local
night, when Siple is under continuous daylight and
the ionosphere over Lac Rebours is dark, the geomag-
netic power is largest at Siple. Additional work is being
conducted on examining the possibility that the diur-
nal dependence of the conjugacy of the noise may be
associated with the Sq current system through field-
alined currents even though the diurnal Sq-produced
fields at the conjugate stations are observed to be
strongly nonconjugate (Lanzerotti and Robbins, in
press).

This work was supported partially by National
Science Foundation grant GV-2 1486.1.
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Atmospheric radon measurements
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Low troposphere concentrations of radon-222 and
radon-220 long have been studied in antarctic and
subantarctic areas as radioactive atmospheric tracers.
These two gases, daughter products of uranium-238
and thorium-232, are exuded by rocks and perhaps,
for a small part, by the oceans. Measurement of the
rapid variation of these concentrations at several
points of the Southern Hemisphere enables the study
of the paths of the atmospheric masses (Lambert
et al., 1970).

At McMurdo Station, we monitored radon-222 and
radon-220 concentrations from November 1971 to
February 1972 with an automatic device that meas-
ures the alpha-radioactivity of atmospheric dust. We
made similar measurements with a manual device dur-
ing the last half of December 1971 at Pole Station.

Lead-210 is a solid decay product of the radon-222.
It is used as a natural atmospheric tracer for the air
exchanges between the stratosphere and the tropo-
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